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Chew: The Omnivore Edition, Volume 6 Image Comics
Collects Chew #11-15! Things are looking up for Tony Chu, the cibopathic federal agent with
the ability to get psychic impressions from the things he eats. He's got a girlfriend. He's got a
partner he trusts. He even seems to be getting along with his jerk boss. But his ruthless ex-
partner is still out there, operating outside of the law, intending to make good on his threats
against Tony and everybody Tony cares about. It's just a matter of time before their
investigations collide, blood spills and-inevitably-body parts are eaten. Presenting the third
storyline of CHEW, the follow-up to the New York Times Best Sellers 'Taster's Choice' and
'International Flavor.' Check out the strange and darkly comic series about cops, crooks,
cooks, cannibals and clairvoyants. Winner of the Eisner Award for Best New Series and
nominated for Eagle and Harvey awards to boot!
Ready or Not! Image Comics
"THE FIRST COURSE," Part Four Body disposal ain't what it used to
be.

Binging with Babish Bloomsbury Publishing USA
During the 1967 school year, on Wednesday afternoons when all his classmates go to
either Catechism or Hebrew school, seventh-grader Holling Hoodhood stays in Mrs. Baker's
classroom where they read the plays of William Shakespeare and Holling learns muchof
value about the world he lives in.
Farmhand #14 Artisan Books
Covering genres from adventure and fantasy to horror, science fiction, and superheroes,
this guide maps the vast terrain of graphic novels, describing and organizing titles to help
librarians balance their graphic novel collections and direct patrons to read-alikes. New
subgenres, new authors, new artists, and new titles appear daily in the comic book and
manga world, joining thousands of existing titles—some of which are very popular and
well-known to the enthusiastic readers of books in this genre. How do you determine
which graphic novels to purchase, and which to recommend to teen and adult readers?
This updated guide is intended to help you start, update, or maintain a graphic novel
collection and advise readers about the genre. Containing mostly new information as
compared to the previous edition, the book covers iconic super-hero comics and other
classic and contemporary crime fighter-based comics; action and adventure comics,
including prehistoric, heroic, explorer, and Far East adventure as well as Western
adventure; science fiction titles that encompass space opera/fantasy, aliens, post-
apocalyptic themes, and comics with storylines revolving around computers, robots, and
artificial intelligence. There are also chapters dedicated to fantasy titles; horror titles,
such as comics about vampires, werewolves, monsters, ghosts, and the occult; crime and
mystery titles regarding detectives, police officers, junior sleuths, and true crime; comics
on contemporary life, covering romance, coming-of-age stories, sports, and social and
political issues; humorous titles; and various nonfiction graphic novels.
A Monstrous Regiment of Women Little, Brown Spark
Hailed a "medical breakthrough" by Dr. Mehmet Oz, Eat to Live offers a highly effective, scientifically
proven way to lose weight quickly. The key to Dr. Joel Fuhrman's revolutionary six-week plan is simple:
health = nutrients / calories. When the ratio of nutrients to calories in the food you eat is high, you lose
weight. The more nutrient-dense food you eat, the less you crave fat, sweets, and high-caloric foods. Eat
to Live has been revised to include inspiring success stories from people who have used the program to
lose shockingly large amounts of weight and recover from life-threatening illnesses; Dr. Fuhrman's
nutrient density index; up-to-date scientific research supporting the principles behind Dr. Fuhrman's
plan; new recipes and meal ideas; and much more. This easy-to-follow, nutritionally sound diet can help
anyone shed pounds quickly-and keep them off. "Dr. Furhman's formula is simple, safe, and solid."
--Body and Soul
Savage Dragon #166 Houghton Mifflin

Jedidiah panics as the truth of the Jedidiah Seed begins to sprout.
The Smitten Kitchen Cookbook Andrews McMeel Publishing
"(SHE) DRUNK HISTORY," Part Five Thievery. Time travel. Double cross. REVENGE!!!
Comeuppance Served Cold Image Comics
Amelia Mintz is a food critic and a Saboscrivner. That means she can write about food so
accurately, so vividly and with such precision, people get the actual sensation of taste when
reading her restaurant reviews. Since the government prohibition of poultry, she's lost her
enthusiasm for the culinary world, and only reviews restaurants with a 'D' rating or less from the
Health Department. Her last review caused half the city to projectile vomit, and sent hundreds to
the hospital with severe food poisoning. Agent Tony Chu has been assigned to arrest Amerlia
Mintz, but there's just one problem with that...he's madly in love with her!
Chu #2 Image Comics
EMPEROR DRAGON' PART 4 (of 6) Savage Dragon has reverted to Emperor Kurr and he's taking
steps to take over the world. Now, opposing forces gather for the final push to thwart his evil plans but
Kurr has a few surprises of his own in store. The heat is on as Savage Dragon's kids lead the charge and
the denizens of Dimension-X are unleashed on Earth! It's all out monster mayhem! But that's just the
start! This is all building to the most unexpected finale in the history of comics! The countdown to the
end of the world continues!
Chew: Major league [#21-25] Image Comics
Marion Deeds's Comeuppance Served Cold is a hard-boiled historical fantasy of criminality and magic, couched
in the glamour of Miss Fisher's Murder Mysteries. A Most Anticipated Pick for Buzzfeed | Bustle | Autostraddle |
The Nerd Daily Seattle, 1929—a bitterly divided city overflowing with wealth, violence, and magic. A respected
magus and city leader intent on criminalizing Seattle’s most vulnerable magickers hires a young woman as a
lady’s companion to curb his rebellious daughter’s outrageous behavior. The widowed owner of a speakeasy
encounters an opportunity to make her husband’s murderer pay while she tries to keep her shapeshifter brother
safe. A notorious thief slips into the city to complete a delicate and dangerous job that will leave chaos in its wake.
One thing is for certain—comeuppance, eventually, waits for everyone. At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Sally's Baking Addiction Zondervan
Surrounded.
Chew Vol. 12 Image Comics
“Ice cream perfection in a word: Jeni’s.” –Washington Post James Beard Award Winner: Best
Baking and Dessert Book of 2011! At last, addictive flavors, and a breakthrough method for making
creamy, scoopable ice cream at home, from the proprietor of Jeni’s Splendid Ice Creams, whose
artisanal scooperies in Ohio are nationally acclaimed. Now, with her debut cookbook, Jeni Britton Bauer
is on a mission to help foodies create perfect ice creams, yogurts, and sorbets—ones that are every bit as
perfect as hers—in their own kitchens. Frustrated by icy and crumbly homemade ice cream, Bauer
invested in a $50 ice cream maker and proceeded to test and retest recipes until she devised a formula to
make creamy, sturdy, lickable ice cream at home. Filled with irresistible color photographs, this delightful
cookbook contains 100 of Jeni’s jaw-droppingly delicious signature recipes—from her Goat Cheese
with Roasted Cherries to her Queen City Cayenne to her Bourbon with Toasted Buttered Pecans. Fans of
easy-to-prepare desserts with star quality will scoop this book up. How cool is that?
Farmhand Vol. 2: Thorne in the Flesh Image Comics
An Epicurious and Tasting Table Fall Pick. “A beautiful and thoughtful master class on how to
bake your cake and eat it too.”—Carla Hall, TV chef and author of Carla Hall’s Soul Food
After more than a dozen years developing recipes for food and health magazines and
collaborating with noted pastry chefs, Genevieve Ko was determined to create treats that were just
as indulgent as their original counterparts, as well as more full flavored and nourishing. In a word,
better. Healthful oils prove superior to butter, giving Mocha Chip Cookies crisp shells and
molten insides, liberating the citrus in Lemon Layer Cake with Olive Oil Curd, and tenderizing
Melting Walnut Snowballs. Refined white sugar pales beside concentrated sweeteners like pure
maple syrup, brown sugar, and molasses in muffins and granola. Pomegranate Pistachio Baklava
uses reduced pomegranate syrup instead of the usual saccharine one. Nubby flours with
personality—whole wheat, spelt, rye, buckwheat, graham flour, and almond flour—bring
richness to such desserts as Glazed Apple Cider Doughnuts. And pureed fruits and vegetables
(beets in Red Velvet Roulade with Strawberry Cream Cheese; grated zucchini in Chocolate
School Party Sheet Cake) keep desserts extra moist. “The best baking book I have seen in many
years.”—Sarabeth Levine, James Beard Award-winning pastry chef and restaurant owner

“Ingenious recasting of favorite recipes.”—Entertainment Weekly “Motivated to update
classics with more alternative flours and less sugar, Ko has created some of the most innovative
flavor combinations you’ll find in a baking book, such as Fennel and Currant Corn Bread;
Buckwheat Almond Apple Cake; Toasted Walnut and Grape Clafoutis; Chestnut Kisses.”—The
Washington Post
Chu Vol. 1: The First Course Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
Everyone’s favorite dog is back and cuter than ever! Following up on the internationally bestselling
Boo: The Life of the World’s Cutest Dog, this latest volume features Boo’s adventures in the big city.
Get ready for tons of all-new irresistible photos of Boo going shopping, hitting the beach, making doggy
friends, and just generally being adorable.
Graphic Novels Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
"Originally published in single magazine form as Chew #51-60, Demon Chicken Poyo, & Chew/Revival one-
shot"--Title page verso.
The Wednesday Wars Image Comics
At long last, Sarah Britton, called the “queen bee of the health blogs” by Bon Appétit, reveals 100
gorgeous, all-new plant-based recipes in her debut cookbook, inspired by her wildly popular blog. Every
month, half a million readers—vegetarians, vegans, paleo followers, and gluten-free gourmets
alike—flock to Sarah’s adaptable and accessible recipes that make powerfully healthy ingredients
simply irresistible. My New Roots is the ultimate guide to revitalizing one’s health and palate, one
delicious recipe at a time: no fad diets or gimmicks here. Whether readers are newcomers to natural
foods or are already devotees, they will discover how easy it is to eat healthfully and happily when whole
foods and plants are at the center of every plate.
Chu #1 Knopf
You know how it is: some days, you're fired up and ready to cook; other days, you dread the thought of making
dinner. More often than not, you find yourself floating somewhere between inspiration and desperation. What's a
crazy busy (but kind of lazy) home cook to do? The answer: pick up this book. Ready or Not makes healthy Paleo
home cooking a breeze, no matter if there's time to prepare or just minutes to spare. Whether you're a fastidious
planner or a last-minute improviser, you'll find plenty of deliciously nourishing options, from make-ahead feasts
to lightning-fast leftover makeovers. Presented in Nom Nom Paleo's deliriously fun comic book style, Ready or
Not makes Paleo cooking easy, no matter how much time you have. In fact, this cookbook is organized into color-
coded sections to match your readiness level: GET SET! First, stock your kitchen with essential building
blocks--from store-bought necessities to D.I.Y. ingredients that'll set you up for anytime cooking. READY! Got
time to cook? Turn to these recipes for make-ahead meals and spectacular dishes like Pressure Cooker Bo Ss�m
and Strawberry Almond Semifreddo! KINDA READY! Learn how to transform pantry staples and leftovers into
impromptu meals that'll satisfy the most discriminating palates. NOT READY! Emergency meals can be delicious,
too. In this section, you'll find super-fast recipes like savory stir-fries and sheet pan suppers. Along with colorfully
written and gorgeously photographed step-by-step recipes presented in a cheeky cartoon format, Ready or Not
features kitchen hacks, Paleo ingredient guides, meal plans, shopping lists and more!
The Walking Dead #79 Race Point Publishing
Food-powered master criminal Saffron Chu is back, staring down the barrel of the biggest—and
strangest—score of her career. Return to the CHEW-niverse once again for Saffron’s second blood-
soaked adventure in an alcoholic art heist that spans the centuries. Collects CHU #6-10
Giant Days Vol. 10 Baker's Plays
"THE FIRST COURSE," Part Two Bodies start to pile up. And Tony Chu gets a new partner.
Just Desserts Image Comics
Jedidiah Jenkins is a simple farmer. But his cash crop isn't corn or soy. Instead, he grows fast-
healing, highly customizable human organs a miracle cure for all manner of ailments and injuries.
Or they were, until his former patients began to transform into something not quite human. Now,
these pour souls are coming to the Jenkins Farm searching for answers. But a dark figure lurks in
their collective shadow one with sinister plans for Jedidiah, his family, and the world. Collects
FARMHAND #6-10
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